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VOL. XXXIV.

I N this number of the "Shirburnian" an attempt is made
to pay tribute io ihe memory of GODFREyJ\[OHUN CAREY,

who came io Sherborne as a boy in 1886, and returned as a
master in 1897. In 1900 he married a daughter of the late
llrofessor J\IilIigan of the University of Aberdeen, and in
1908 1\11'. and 1\1rs. Care}' began their happy reign over the
Abbey House, which was to last for 19 years.

We are able to publish an enlarged snapshot of him,
stauding in characteristic attitude at the "ever-open door"
of Abbey House; 'mid we believe Ull1t lllany O.BS. and
parents of O.SS. will be glad to po::;sess this photograph '~'f

one to wholll they owe much.

But Shirburnians are not alone III appreciating his
worth. Five days after his death a leading article apPElared
in the "Daily Telegraph" under the title "Two Fine English

men,", '~'he writer had in. mind the late Sir Frederick
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Young, who rendered great service to the Nation as organiser
of the Salvage Section of the Admiralty; and with him was
bracketed the name of Godfrey Ca,rey. "There have
just died," he wrote, "two Englishmen whose outstanding
courage, integrity, and forcefulness of character cannot
have failed to command the admiration and loyalLy of all
who came under their influence." And then, after referring
to the work of Captain Young, he goes on to say: "1\1uch
less spectacular was the career of Godfrey 1\1ohun Carey,
familiarly known as 'John' to generations of Rugby football
playen; in general and to Old Shirburnians in particular.
The death of this famous Sherborne house-master at the
early age of 55 deprives the country of one of the most
remarkable schoolmasters of our time. A man of rigid
determination and severe discipline, John Carey, who lived
entirely in and for. his old school, within a space of thirty
years had evolved [L. type of boy who went out into the
world fully armed, physically and 1110mlly, to withstand [my
attempt to tamper with his high standard of ideals." And
he c'oncludes: "It is about men of the Young and Carey
stamp that Rudyard Kipling waxes so eloquent..... With
1\11'. Standfast and 1\1r. Valiant-for-Truth in our midst it is
unthinkable that the banner of England will ever be
lowered."

This is an opinion from outside. Some of his intimate
friends have contributed their own impressions of his
character. 'rhe Rev. R. H. B. Cattell writes of his Oxford
days; 1\11'. Littleton Powys of his days at school and of the
times when he captained the Old Shirburnians in football
and cricket; and the Revs. G. O. Bevan· andH. R. King
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Head of the School

School Prefects ....

write of him as a colleague. From our late Headmaster
comes an article "G.:M.C. since 1909."

'l'his cumulative evidence of a great life must be our
homage to his memory.

All School news is omitted until our next ]lumber, but
we cannot refrain from extending a hearty, welcome to
Mr. Boughey and wishing him a 101lg and prosperous reign
at Sherborne.

SCHOOL OFFICERS.

(c) G. P. Humphreys-Davies

(c) G. P. Humphreys-Davies
(h) S. H. Nowell-Smith
(b) D. A. Hodgkinson
(c) A. E. S. Charles
(g) G. C. Ashmore
{a} O. D. Holt
(Ill A. C. 1\1. Cornish-Bowden
{d}].A.Greig .
(j) l~. F. 1\1 artin
(g) ]. W. N. Sharpe

Captain of Football (g) ]. W. N. Sharpe

Captail! of Fives '" (b) D. A. Hodgkinson

Captain of Gym. ... (c) F. A. Simmonds

Captain of Boxil1g (b) G. C. de la Condamine

Presidwt of Debati1lg Society (c) A. E. S. Charles

Editors of the Shirbunzia1l ... (a) \V. D. Tyldesley-]ones
(c) G. P. Humphreys-Davies
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V. E. DE S. LE MARCHANT (a)-VI.B, XXX Blazer, Trebles,
Sergeant in a.1'.C.

A. H. WIGAN (c)-VI.B.

A.]. S. TENNANT (h)-VI.B.

P. G. MURRAY {f)-VI.B, Lance-Corporal in a.T.C., Member
of Duffers.

W. C. HARNETT (d)-V.A.

vV.]. HIGGINSON (a)--V.A.

M. G. NUNN (g)-V.A, 2nd XV (1927-28).

H. EGREMONT (c)-V.A, 2nd XV (1926-27), Sergeant ill a.T.e.

]. B. PETER-HoBLYN (g)-V.A, Sergeant in a.T.e.

D. I. SANDlLANDS (a) - V.A, Class Leader with Badge,
Sergeant in a.T.C.

T. F.BLACKER (a)-V.B, Lance-Corporal in O.T.C.

R. BEADON (lz)-V.B, XXX Blazer, Gym. Squad, First Class
Gym., Class Leader with Badge, Sergeant in a:r.e.

M. J. \VOOLLCOMBE (g)-V.B, Lance-Corporal in a.T.C.

V. A. \VOOD (g)-V.B, Lance-Corporal in O.T.C.

H. F. RUSTON (h)-V.B, Lance-Corporal in a.T.C.

I. D. M. WILSON (g)-V.B, 1st XV (1926-27-28), 1st XI (1927),
Lance-Corporal in a:r.e..

E. V. WAGNER (d)-IV.A, 1st XV (1927), Lance-Corpo~al in
a.T.C.

C. F. W. HUTTON (b)-IV.B, XXX Blazer.

F. R. W ALTER (d)-Shell.

H. A. l\IAYER (c)-Ill.
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PROPOSED MEMORIALS.
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A general wish has been expressed that the extension of the
playing fields, upon which Mr. Carey bestowed so much care,
should be known in future as "Carey's." In our opinion nothing
could be more appropriate, and we hope that the authorities
concerned will give their consent. "The Upper" must always
be "the Upper" to living Shirburnians; "Young's" com
memorates the generosity of a former Headmaster; let "Carey's"
be a familiar name to Shirburnians of the future. Especially
will this be so if the Pilgrims are able to carry out the scheme
which they propose, and of which Mr. Trelawny-Ross, who is
now supervisor of the playing fields, writes elsewhere.

If these gates of wrought iron, suitably inscribed, and known
as the Carey Memorial Gateway, lead on to the ground which
bears his name, it will be a fitting and enduring testimony to
a great games-master and a great player of games.

And this will leave to Old Shirburnians in general the
opportunity of commemorating another side of his character.
\Vhen Mrs. Carey was asked to give the Conunittee of the O.S.
Society some idea of what he would have liked as a memorial,
she wrote :-

"I do know that what worried him more than anything lately
was the School Chapel, which has been left for different reasons
in an unfinished state. He was so keen on seeing this
completed. And if it were possible to link his name with the
stalls and reseating of the Chapel it would fulfil a very dear
wish of his. There is no need for me lo enlarge on the fact
that he believed the School Chapel and what it stood for, must
necessarily be the centre of the life of every Sherborne-loving
boy and man.'"

[\Vhen the organ was being moved to its present position 1\lr.
Carey proposed that the reseating of the Chancel should be
taken in hand in memory of past masters. He has not lived
to see his proposal carried out, and his own name is added to
the list of those masters who have done service to the School.
\Vhen the time comes to determine what form his memorial
shall take, no doubt this wish of his will be borne in mind.]
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Mr. L. C. Powys, the Quarry House, Sherborne, will be the
treasurer of this fund, and anyone wishing to subscribe to it
should send contributions to him.

Past and present memb.ers of the Abbey House propose to
complete the furnishing of the Dining Hall in oak as their own
special memorial.

THE PLAYING FIELDS.

Apart from many and great improvements in the main field,
which have enhanced both its value and its appearance, those
who remember the playing fields beyond Factory Lane as they
were twenty years ago will understand what a vast amount of
work has been done there during G. M. Carey's tenure of
Office as "Master in charge of the Field." A glorious stretch
of level tllrf will be available next year, for the undertaking
was not far from completion when he died. For about a
quarter of a mile westward from the road there will be an un
broken expanse with room for three full-size and four slightly
smaller Football grounds. A wish expressed by the Com
mittees of the O.S. Society and the Pilgrims that these grounds
should be called collectively "Carey's" has been granted by
the Headmaster and welcomed by all, not least by that most
devoted helper E. J. Freeman, to whose unwearying labours
Mr. Carey always paid unstinted tribute.

The completion of the work by the planting of beautiful trees
and some shrubs in such a way as to preserve the beauty of
the landscape, with beech hedges to hide the unsightly railings.
has already been started after a good deal of deliberation among
Masters and advice from a skilled landscape gardener. We
are justified in feeling that before many years have passed
"Carey's" will be one of the most beautiful School Playing
Fields to be seen anywhere and a worthy memorial to the man
himself.

A.H.T-R.
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When death calls a well-known figure from our midst, for a
time we scarcely can believe it true: and this certainly is the
case with G. M. Carey. \Ve look for him where we used to
see him; we picture him as we used to know him-that
dominating figure, the high shoulders, the rolling gait, the clear
cut features, those magnificent grey eyes whose flash could
bend the will, the hand thrust through the hair, the well-Imown
voice, the poise of the head, and latterly, particularly at the
end of each term, the worn face. \Ve look for him in his seat
in chapel, in the classroom, in his study, at break just outside
the School gates in conversation with Freeman; on the cricket
field bowling to the colts, p~using now and again and resting
with one hand on his hip to see how other games were faring;
or, in the football term, from that Pavilion sanctum watching
with anxious and not always silent gaze the progress of each
match; or with some friend wandering round those grounds he
loved so well and took such pains to render perfect, grounds of
which each blade of grass IllUSt have known and welcomed his
tread.

But there are some of us whose memory of him goes back to
much earlier days, who remember him in his glorious youth,
the hero of all of us who loved games and many others besides
and it is of Godfrey Carey in his early days that I would write.
Forgive me: but these thoughts cannot but be personal. It
was at the beginning of the Easter Term 42 years ago that he
became a member of the School. Little did he or the School
realize what an enormous part he was to play in its life and
growth in years to come. \Vith his many natural gifts he soon
became one of its most prominent members. I thinkof him in
the VIth Form with considerable intellectual powers; he won
the Latin Prase Prize and was proxillle accessit in the English
Essay. But the classroom was not' where he was happiest;
his interests centred in his friendships, in the well-doing and
progress of his house and in the game"s of the School. Already
he had imbibed an immense love of the School, a love and
devotion which developed into the single purpose of his life;
even while at Oxford, whenever opportunity allowed, he would
come to Sherborne to keep in touch with his friends and to help
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and encourage the football teams. And so it was a tremendous
joy to him when he returned in 1897 to Sherborne as a master.

I well remember those early days of his mastership, how
whole-heartedly and enthusiastically he entered into his work,
and how immensely I was assisted in my own life by observing
the depth of his affection for those boys with whom he came in
contact, and his zeal to assist them in all their difficulties, and
how seriously he viewed the responsibilities of his profession,
and by the talks we had together. I think, too, of that splendid
athletic figure in the prime of his football days, and the glory
of those grand forward rushes led by him, to join in which was
a joy never to be forgotten. But the happiest days of all were
those spent by the fortunate band of Old Shirburnians who
accompanied hi,m on the annual Cricket Tours in Devonshire.
There was an indescribable something about his personality
which drew all together with a wonderful bond of friendship,
sympathy and unselfishness; on the cricket field the very game
seemed glorified, so anxious was each one to do his best and
merit his leader's approval; and off the field there reigned a
feeling of perfect happiness as we laughed over the fun, the
simple pleasures, the humorous adventures that came our way
in one or other of those \Vest Country towns, or as we tra mped
over the boulders and heather of Dartmoor or Exmoor, or
plunged in their sparkling streams on those delightful Sunday
expeditions; and when I think of it I am sure that what gave
us this feeling of perfect happiness was the consciousness of
true friendship and comradeship which this Prince of Friends
created around him. Never have I known another to whom
friendship meant more, who had a greater power of drawing
friends to him, and thereby bringing the beauty of friendship
into the lives of many. Of his work at Sherborne during the
last years let others speak; it has been my lot to watch it and
admire. This I know: his love for Sherborne was not wasted
affection; for Sherborne will for ever think of him with love
and gratitude. L.C.P.

AT OXFOI\D.

'When G. 11. Carey arrived as a Scholar at Exeter all one's
preconceived ideas were shattered.
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Instead of the quiet, bookish type, here was a great athlete,
full of life and bursting with energy.

Even without his School reputation as a football-player,
boxer, and cricketer, he would have attracted attention at once.
Selected as a "Fresher" to play for Oxford in 1891 he became
one of the most brilliant forwards of his day, and in his last
year was Captain of the XV, gaining his International Cap in
1896.

In football, as in everything he did, he never spared himself,
but put every ounce of energy into the game.

In addition to all his other activities, for the ~ood of his
College he even submitted to the ordeal of the riv~r, and in his
last year rowed in the College eight. The boat went up, I think,
six places on the river.

\Vith all his success he never put on a suspicion of side;
indeed he was never quite satisfied with himself. \Vith slackers
or funks he had very little patience, but he was a glorious friend
to those who tried to play the game.

R.H.B.C.

G. M. CAREY AS A COLLEAGUE.

For me to estimate the loss we have suffered by Carey's
death from the colleague's point of view is no easy thing. I
was almost a middle aged man when he first came into my
form some 42 years ago-a bright, sanguine, intelligent-looking
boy of about 14, by no means habitually industrious, but one
in whom it was impossible not to be interested. I-le faced
the world of school in Rhoades' House, now Elderton's, as
represented by the Swan wicks, Broadbent and others. He
became great as a school athlete. Then at Oxford aUll after
leaving Oxford he attained the highest honours attainable in
the football field. And when he was 25 he bent his eyes upon
his beloved school, and probably amazed others besides myself
in taking steps to become a Sherborne master. I c1aresay
then we thought that there were other walks of life which would
have suited him better. \Vhat a mistaken judgment, though
fortunately we had no means of barring his determination. I
remember well how in a very serious talk with me about his
future as a Sherborne master he used the word "prayerfuIly."
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The use of this word by a reticent Englishman made me think
that something great was his destiny. And so it came to pass.
Tbere is no need for me to speak of him as housemaster, form
master, or games authority. He was certainly the most
memorable on the whole of the men whom I have known in
the 45 years of my experience here. He was not only wise in
himself, hut he imparted wisdom to younger colleagues. And
yet, lion-hearted as he was, he was damped often by a
temperamental Jack of hopefulness, partly about his own life,
partly by a supposed want of success in carrying out what he
thought was the right course. Again and again vainly I used
to combat this paralyzing certainty of his.

The sportsman and man of the world often thinks he can get
on very well without any taste for literature. This was not
Carey's view. I used sometimes to be secretly amused with
his desire to prove that (though a mighty athlete) he knew that
the poets of England could "teach us every day \Visdom,
though fled far away." He need not have taken such trouble:
there were no marks of the Philistine upon him.

1t was impossible that so strong and determined a man
should not have severe critics among his colleagues, 8.5 well as
out-and-out admirers. And critics are occasionally unfair-a
defect which to a curiously sensitive mind like his, is painful to
endure. I have no right to speak for either class. But to
conclude: Carey like Horace and all good men could take fire;
also like I-Iorace he was easily appeased, and in this effort his
sensitive nature no doubt helped him to make allowances.

Anyhow we his colleagues were all proud of him; we looked
on him as a noble representative of our order. vVe believed in
his courage, high sense of honour, his unselfish love of
Sherborne, his cheerfulness in gi ving. \Ve knew al~,o that he
hated cowardice and slackness in work and play and that his
fine physique was not the shroud of a little soul.

Home he has gone and ta'en his wages, and alas has left a
void which we do not at present see how to fill !

H.R.K.

During the years 1901-1905, when I was Schoolhouse Tutor
at Sherborne, I was brought into close contact with Godfrey
Carey, both in work and play: indeed I owe Sherborne an un
forgetable debt of gratitude for introducing me to him. I
shared many of his hopes and fears, and we tried to view them
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together in their right perspective. But I 'write not to emphasize
this, but to Jet Sbirburnians lmow of a side of his nature which
may not have been obvious to all of them-I mean his craving
for sympathy and his intense appreciation of the kindly feelings
of others for him. He took life hard. Many can have had little
idea how humble he was, how critical of his own performance,
how eager to praise and not to blame others, if only his strong
sense of duty would suffer him so to do. I t was this that made
his character, to me at any rate, so intensely lovable. Few
boys can have realised how easily his most sensitive and
affectionate nature was wounded by thoughtlessness, yet how
ready he was to forgive and to commend.

But I have another reason for writing. He may have had
many tempting offers to leave Sherborne-that I cannot say
but I know of one, at any rate, that came to him. In the early
days of his mastership he had the opportunity of accepting a
much more lucrative position, and one that would undoubtedly
have offered him a wider sphere of influence. This he refused
because of his determined loyalty to his old School. Others,
including myself, left Sherborne for other work. He stuck to
the ship-all honour to him !-and he had his reward.

C.O.B.

G.M.C.
SINCE 1909.

vVhen I came to Sherborne as Headmaster in 1909 I was a
complete stranger and knew nothing of the School and its
traditions. I found a small but singularly devoted staff, very
ready to respond to every call to fresh effort. There were
several masters of notable character and ability; I wiII not·
mention their names, as some have passed away, but some are
happily still with us. The latter wiII, I know, agree with me
that Godfrey Carey was the most powerful personality on the
staff. To say this is in no way derogatory to his colleagues.
He had no monopoly either of nobility and unselfishness of
character or of any of the special gifts of a schoolmaster.
He could not have supplied many of the elements of a full
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"education" of the best type which one and another of his
colleagues contributed. But a remarkable combination of
moral, emotional and physical qualities made him, as I say,
undoubtedly the most powerful personality. I need not dwell
on his earlier career, which is described by lifelong friends.
But I recognise, what is indeed obvious, that the unique posi
tion which he occupied for so many years in the Shirburnian
world was in the first place due to his combination of physical
prowess with exceptional strength of will. Other qualities
some of them higher in the scale of values-determined the
use to which he put this position: but among English boys
and English men he would never have had so free a field for
their exercise if he had not been super-eminent in some form
of physical activity-and as, among other athletic distinctions,
his supreme excellence happened to be in Hugby Football, he
started with the most powerful lever upon the admiration and
discipleship of the British Public School boy. Many superla
tive athletes, however, have excited nothing but admiration for
their athletic exploits and have been totally without leadership
or influence-have even been wax in the hands of mischievous
small boys in school. Others with the start given them by
their physical prowess have been quite ordinary men and
schoolmastels. In Carey it was the tremendous intensity of
purpose and force of will which exploited the utmost advantages
which his physical strength had bestowed upon him.

But these-physical prowess and intense will-power-are
only the premises, the foundations, the instruments. In my
own mind I have no doubt that the predominating characteristic
of Godfrey Carey was the warmth of his affections. His
sympathy was of that spontaneous kind which is far less rare
among women than among men, but which is frequently
characteristic of the best schoolmasters. I am not dealing
with his private relationship~,and therefore will only say that
the secret of his hold over the love, and not merely over the
awe and admiration, of Shirburnians lay in the very fact that
to him every individual with whom he came in contact was a
separate distinct person who at once aroused his feelings-it
might be of disgust, or of anger, it might be of apprQval, of
pity, of enjoyment; at any rate, there was an instantaneous
contact of living personalities and no merely unemotional
relation.

It is the peculiarity of a warm heart that the more it gives
itself away the more it has to give: and thus there is no
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incompatibility between what I have just described and the
statement that his whole heart was given to Sherborne School.
He very literally lived for the School, for its' honour and
reputation, as well as for everyone old and young connected
with it. He was not without other interests; farfrom it. He
was responsive to many calls and causes, moral and religious,
social, athletic, intellectual-he was very strongly moved by
certain kinds of poetry and of historical writing. But every
other interest was in him entirely subordinate to the personal
interest, and the personal interest was shot through and through
with the glowing flame of devotion to the School. There is no
need to say much of this devotion. It is well known to every
Shirburnian and was evident in the whole tenor of his life.
Besides devoting as much time and pains to his School work
including an amount of overtime which many a boy has dreaded,
grumbled at, and blessed,-as the most indefatigable of teachers,
he spent all the hours of the day when he was not in Sc1JOol or
engaged in his House, either on the Field or in the Gym. or in
some activity in the service of the School or of the Town. I
can scarcely except even the few hours he spent in recent years
on the Golf Links, since, although he enjoyed wrestling with
the difficulties of golf as any other hard labour, he only played
golf as a necessary recreation, and even on the golf links his
mind was very prone to turn to School problems of various
sorts.

It would be ridiculous and most repugnant to him if I were
to gloze over the defects of his qualities. I have frequently
heard him speak with unaffected sorrow of his impatience and
hot temper, as I have also heard him protest with a whimsical
pathos how extremely patient he had been with so-and-so. It
is no doubt arguable that his severity and "drive" were purely
meritorious: the fact that they were a mixture of a byword and
a standing joke among Shirburnians seems to shew that, if all
virtue lies in a mean, his thoroughness did partake of the nature
of an excess not unconnected with his temperament, while at
the same time the annoyance it inflicted was salved and more
than compensated by the untiring kindness, sincerity and self
sacrifice of the taskmaster. Of recent years without any
remission of zeal he had certainly become milder in his methods
(as he often remarked to myselO-a change due partly no doubt
to his being given charge of the form in which most of the
Entrance Scholars begin their career. Nat that a young
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Entrance Scholar cannot be as exasperating as anyone: but all
who have had experience of various kinds of teaching will agree
that that of intelligent youngsters is the least trying to a keen
teacher. Carey's thoroughness and intolerance of anything like
scamped work or shirking were invaluable lessons in themselves
to his pupils. In French they were especially so, as that
language for obvious reasons lends itself to a fatal superficiality
and inaccuracy among English schoolboys. His record in
teaching French for tbe School Certificate was one practically
unbroken tale of success. But Latin Prose was his favourite
subject for teaching, appe'lling to him in its rigorous demand
for honest thoroughness and care. He was diffident of his
powers in divinity teaching, and as far as possible confined
himself to leading his pupils in the study of St. Paul's character
and adventures and, still more, of our Lord's moral teaching in
its application to personal and social problems of conduct:
many Shirburnians can testify to his sympathetic guidance in
reading such a book as Donald Hankey's A Student in Anus.

He was usually as reticent as most English laymen about
his religion, though he did sometimes open his mind on the
subject to me. vVithout attempting to analyse or un veil the
secrets of a strongly emotional and religious heart, I may say
that he seemed to me to combine a Greek passion for the beauty
and glory of life, particularly of the human form in action, with
that sensitiveness of conscience which passed from the Hebrew
prophets through St. Paul into the Christianity of the Churches.
These elements, which might so easily conflict, were held to
gether for him by the master-passion of his life, his devotion
to Sherborne School. He was puzzled by what seemed to him
the unrealities of orthodox theology and ritual; and being
essentially humble-minded he was pained to be so puzzled.
But he worshipped the Divine purity, courage, and sympathy
in the person of Jesus Christ with the same intensity of emotion
as he worshipped his ideal of the School: for in fact it was one
indistinguishable ideal, symbolised and centred in the School
Chapel--yet hardly centred more there than on the Field or in
the Courts or in his House or in his heart.

Of his devotion and genius (it is not too strong a word) as a
football coach I have no claim to speak in detail. But on the
field as elsewhere it was the moral force and the example and
inculcation of courage, endurance and modest unselfishness,
that were of supreme value in forming that character which
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it is Sherborne's chief glory (ever may it be so 1) to send out
into the world of men. And it was this same ideal which
inspired his memorable work in physical training-a field in
which Sherborne may fairly claim to have been the pioneer
among the Public Schools and in which Sherborne boys have
reaped incalculable benefits, both physical and moral, to which
scant justice is done except by thoughtful observers.

Nothing could be more absurd than to represent Carey as
predominantly interested in his House. It was the School
first and always with him, and his House as that part of the
School for which he was specially responsible. Dut this meant
that the House in which he lived and the boys of the House
among whom he lived received in the very nature of the case a
continuous and concentrated stream of his unremitting devotion
to his ideal of Sherborne School. The result was that during
my Headmastership, which practically coincided with his tenure
of the Abbey House, Carey's rapidly became and constantly
remained by far the most successful I louse in all pursnits,
whether in school or out of school, in which endurance,
thoroughness, determination and the team-spirit are the prime
factors. A glance at the l\oll Dooks will shew the immense
predominance of "Carey's" among the winners of all sorts of
athletic contests and among the members of School teams;
but-wlwt is probably not so well known-an examination of
the lists of Prize \Vinners and of Heads of the School will
shew that in School-work also "Carey's" obtained the lion's
share of distinctions. The secret of this was that every boy in
the House was trained from the beginning to realise that
always and everywhere he must do his very best. And he
must 110t be content with obeying the precept "\Vhatsoever
thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might"; he must be sure
that what his hand, or his head, found to do was "worth doing,"
and that meant in effect "worthy of Sherborne School," in
keeping with the strenuous, manly ideal which Carey lived for
and in himself exemplified. He by no means confined his
approval to work and games in the narrower sense; he
encouraged boys in music, literature, any legitimate interest:
but he had no patience with the attitude of the dilettallte;
everything must be done with a purpose and brought to some
recognisable issue. Undoubtedly this standard of strenuous
endeavour was rather daunting to a \veak or wayward spirit
here and there: but these were few, because, commanding an
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abundant supply of boys from his reputation among 0.55.,
old Blues, preparatory Schoolmasters and others, he exercised
immense care in selection and, except for some special reason,
rarely had a boy in his I [ouse who did not shew promise of
being decidedly above the average in character and capability.

Carey's relations with his colleagues cannot here be treated
in any detail, but to omit all mention of them would be like
presenting Hamlet without the Prince of Denmark. In a
Public School everything depends upon the co-operation of the
masters. On every staff there will always be some with more
gifts of initiative and leadership than others, some of more,
others of less dominating personality. So dominating a
personality as Carey's, combining a very definite ideal with
tremendous will-power and at the same time excessive sensitive
ness to opposition or criticism, was bound to be in frequent
friction with surrounding personalities of any vigour and
independence. No small part of my metier was to act as a
sort of shock-absorber, for some boys and parents as well as
masters, whose personalities for one reason or another reacted
too acutely to his overpowering will. I had also on my own
account as Headmaster many a lIIauvais quart d'heure with
him which caused both of us pain proportioned to the real
and deep affection which we bore one to the other. He was,
as he well knew, supersensitive. He could never without a
painful struggle get rid of the feeling that opposition to any
idea or proposal of his was not impersonal and intellectual, but
a personal slur on his motives or insight. This was the main
defect corresponding to his intensity of purpose and devoted
sense of duty, and it was one which he shared with all but a
very few of the great leaders of men. Having identified
themselves with some great cause or object of devotion, they
cannot always avoid identifying the cause or object of devotion
with themselves. This was the price which he and we paid
for his extraordinary value, a price far higher for him to pay,
for it was undoubtedly one main cause of his frequent and
increasing suffering from over-fatigue. And whatever irritation
and perplexity his colleagues at times experienced from his
temperament was far more than overpaid, not only by his
unique services to the School, but by his warm-hearted
generosity and the total absence of any pettiness or lingering
grudge against an opponent.
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There are other traits on which I could dwell, his delightful
love of children, his enjoyment of fun, other special veins of
that sympathy of which I have already written, and-one of
the most notable traits-the genuine modesty and even humility
which coexisted with his powerful will. But it is time for me
to end. For eighteen years, owing primarily to his official
position as Master in charge of the Games and Gym., but also
of course owing to his unofficial but acknowledged pre-eminence
in the Shirburnian world, and further to his force of character
and unremitting pre-occupation with his duties and ideals, I
had more close and important relations with him than with any
other of my colleagues. What I have written gives no doubt
a very inadequate picture of the man and his work and worth;
but so far as it goes it is based upon first-hand knowledge only,
upon strong personal affection, and upon complete sympathy
with his devotion to Sherborne School. My own sorrow in
leaving Sherborne was increased tenfold by the fatal end of
his six-months heroic struggle for life. Yet he had accomplished
a wonderful life's work. A Schoolmaster's work is never
finished; though his own career must end, he hands on the
torch to his successors in an endless race. And in the love of
Sherborne School there is abundant emulation, but no
competition. But all who love Sherborne will agree that to
none of her lovers has it been given to do more to resuscitate
her fame and worth as a training ground for British youth or
to direct that training to the formation of a modest, clean, manly,
strenuous and unselfish type of character. l\Iore than one
comparatively obscure Shirburnian has written to me-" He
was the hero of my School days." Long may he be so! No
nobler spirit could be found to be the hero of a Public School.

N.C.S.

FROl\1 AN O.S. IN SOUTH AFRICA

Sherborne without his presence seems to me almost to lose
its meaning, though I am sure that his work will inspire others,
and I know that every stone of the place will cry out to us who
have loved him, telling us of his ideals, his devotion and his
demand for our help.
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The memory of his life, of his splendid activity, his courage
and faith, his constant and almost despairing efforts to keep
himself and everyone and everything up to concert pitch remains
the cherished possession of those who were privileged to see
and realise it.

But I think the outstanding feature of his character was,
after all, his wonderful tenderness, wrapped round with a love
of beauty and encased in steadfastness of purpose.

It is unthinkable that such a spirit, such a force for good
should fade into silence and disappear, and that our little life
should spell the end of such a combination of goodness and grit.
As Matthew Arnold wrote :-"Through thee I believe in the
noble and great who have gone."

Dear old John! What a terribly high ideal he set himself,
and how he struggled to maintain the pace! and how he helped
us! Arnolcl's lines are constantly in my mind. I-Iow exactly,
in my experience, they apply to Godfrey.

"Ye move" through the ranks, recall
The stragglers, refresh the outworn,
Praise, re-inspire the brave!
Ye fill up the gaps in our files,
Strengthen the wavering line,
Stablish, continue our march."

G.l\'I.C.-THE CLOSING DAYS.

It is my part to record the sequence of events which led to
the passing of this great Shirburnian.

Just three years ago he had to face the supreme sorrow of
his life when his eldest son died on the threshold of a promising
career.

" For Lycidas is dead, dead ere his prime,
Young Lycidas, and hath not left his peer.

But, 0 the heavy change now than art gone,
Now thou art gone, and never must return !"

JackCarey had been growing more and more like his father
in outward appearance and manner, and at the same time was
endowed with graces which made him the most lovable of young
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men. His death, then, struck a blow which assuredly left its
mark, and, although the work at Sherborne went on in the same
strenuous way, he was not, and could not be, quite the same
man.

the summer of 1926 he took a term's leave of absence and
sal 1for Bermuda with his old schoolfellow, Dr. Herbert Devitt,
to ly with Dr. Tuel,er, with whom a close friendship had been
for ed in 'Varsity days, when one was Captain of the Oxford
X, wd the other of Cambridge.

~ did not, however, gain the benefit expected from the sea
vo: ge and visit to a semi-tropical climate. On his return he
res ned his work with all the old will-power, but the stamina
IV acking. On the 1st of June last year he confessed himself

tired to watch the Battle of Flowers which the School had
,anised in Sherborne Park, and this date marks the beginning
the illness from which he never recovered. At first it was

Jpposed that he was suffering from typhoid, but the continuance
f fever and an abnormal pulse gradually forced his doctors to
ae belief that he was the victim of some obscure disease, and

London advisers were called in. At the Annual Meeting of the
Old Shirburnian Society a resolution of sympathy, moved by
the Headmaster and supported by the Bishop of POrlsmouth,
expressed a hope that the worst was over. And so it seemed.
During the holidays he was able to be carried out on to a couch
in his garden on fine days, and he enjoyed "a few rides in a
closed car. He seemed indeed to be gaining strenglh, and it
was a great joy to him when he walked once more the whole
length of his beloved playing fields.

Early in October he was thought well enough to risk a
journey to London, where he was examined by specialists who
were fairly satisfied with his condition, and recommended him
and Mrs. Carey to try what the sea air of Hove would do for
him. But he had no sooner arrived than the virulent agent
that had only been dormant through the past weeks began its
deadly work again: and after a fortnight of much anxiety he
was rushed up to London bv ambulance to endure a most
severe and dangerous operati~n in a nursing home. He was
now but the shadow of his former self, and his one desire was
to be at home; and so, at grave risk, he was brought back to the
Abbey House on Sunday, the 11th of December. And here
he lingered for a week, his wonderful vitality and will-power
asserting itself to the last. It was just after the early service
on December 18th that we learnt that the end had come.
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It was the last Sunday of the term, and the last occasion on
which 1\1r. Nowell Smith would preach as headmaster. The
order of Service was hurriedly altered and in a few moving
yet simple words he told the School what we had lost. On
Tuesday evening the coffin was carried into the chancel, where
it remained until \Vednesday afternoon. It was not easy to
read the words of the Service, nor was it easy to sing his
favourite hymn:

" Come, labour on !
No time for rest, till glows the western sky,
Till the long shadows o'er our pathway lie,
And a glad sound corr:es with the setting sun-

, Servant, well done !' "
But it was done, and the crowded chapel emptied; and old
friends and servants of the School-Freeman, Arthur Scott,
\Villiam Cox, Bellamy, Bartle and Maidment-were his escort
as he passed for the last time through the School courts and by
the playing fields and the pavilion. And there followed him
his friends, a great multitude. And so to the green-lined grave
on the north slope of the cemetery, where we bade him
good-bye. There lies his body, but he himself lives.

"l\1usingly thus I sat, when suddenly, full in the sunlight
::itood, or seemed to stand by me, the form that I knew,
Smiling, grey-clad, alert, no touch of sadness about him.

, \Vhat! old friend,' he said, ' still peering into the Church
yard;

Look not for me there, in the bright world look for me
rather.

Green of the earth, and blue of the sky, and gold of the
sunshine,

Things that were dear in life, these are the things that
recall.' "

A.F.

ANNUAL CONCERT AT SOUTHWARK.

On Saturday, January 7th, the annual concert, run in con
junction with the annual ,tea, took place at Sherborne House,
Southwark. Owing to an unfortunate change in the date, the
final arrangements were of necessity somewhat hectic, and it
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was only with great difficulty that Ashmore and Charles-the
sub-committee upon whom had devolved the duty of organizing
the concert -found people to fill up the programme. The most
serious difficulty was the Jack of a pianist, but this want was
supplied by A. M. S. Baker, who very nobly undertook the
arduous task of accompanying the performers at half-an-hour's
notice. Actually, however, in spite of these difficulties, the
concert was well received by a good humoured and boisterous
audience. Ashmore, besides working as an organizer, was a
great success on the actual stage. Following in the footsteps
of Jan Stewer, he sang "Out comes mother and me," and
"Little brown jug how I love thee," while with the help of
Charles and Cornish-Bowden he gave an exceedingly humorous
rendering of "Three Clerical Errors." Mr. Thompson sang
some selections from Gilbert and Sullivan, and Alderton and
Rootham organized some community singing. Southwark also
made its contribution, two members performing a music hall
rag, while two others staged an undressing scene. .

It was pleasing, jn contrast to last year's somewhat poor
attendance, to notice that the Cadets arrived in such force.
All were in uniform-this in honour of Sir Claud and Lady
J acob, both or" whom were present, and announced their intention
of coming again next year. Finally, many O.SS. and several
present members of the School turned up, all of whom, whether
they actually performed Of not, bore their part nobly in making
the concert a success. May there be even more present next
year!

In conclusion one can only say that great credit is due to the
indefatigable efforts of Ashmore and Charles, who organized
such a successful and enjoyable entertainment.

FOOTBALL.

SENIORS.

FIHST ROUND.

ROSS' v. O'HANLON'S.

Ross' beat O'Hanlon's on the LO\\'er by 43 points to nil.
During the first half, play was fairly even; but, with the wind

behind them, Ross' were definitely superior, in spite of some
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good defence work by the O'Hanlon's outsides. Sharpe scored
several tries for Ross' and all of the forwards were prominent
in turn. For O'Hanlon's, Vine and Davis were conspicuous
at forward, and Field-Richards and Harris showed up well
among the outsides. .

Ross'-Hawes; Ferguson, Brookes, ]. ':V. N. Sharpe,
Mallock; T. IC'Vest, Lang; G. C. Ashmore, R. S. Hunt,
R. H. Bellamy, R. H. Reynolds, Becher ma., Astley-Beer,
Eglington, Ashmore mi.

O'Hallloll's-Harris mi.; Duff, P.]. Field-Richards, Addison,
Bennett; Godwin, Dawson-Grove; G. M. Vine, C. R. Davis,
Panton, Brigstocke, Setten, Maclure, Blarney, Anderson.

BENSLY'S v. FOX'S.

Played on No. 1 on February 2nd on a sodden ground and
in pouring rain, resulting in a win for Bensly's by 12-0.

Fox's started off with the strong wind behind them with a
great rush and Shaw had bad luck with an attempt at a dropped
goal. For the rest of the half the wind kept Bensly's on the
defensive, but Fox's had not enough thrust to break through
and no score resulted. In the second half, with the wind
behind them, Bensly's scored four times in spite of the efforts
of a very good Fox's pack.

Tries were scored by Tallent (2), Ashdownand Betts.

Bcnsly's-Stone; Walley, Gomez, F. A. Simmonds, D. E.
Ashdown; ]. A. Tallent, Thomson; G. 'V. H. Peters, A. E. S.
Charles, Humphreys-Davies, \Vilson, Betts, Hanrott, Cobb,
Rowe.

Fox's-R. H. Gladden; ]. A. Greig, E. Knight, L. A. C.
Auret,]. P. Greig; R. V. Godfray, P. E. M. Shaw; W. N. D.
Lang, F. F. Radford, O. Millar.]. R. Kent, G.W. B. Bateman,
]. P. H. Warner, T. T. Logan, Watkin-Williams.

SECOND ROUND.

CAREY'S v. ELDERTON'S.

Played on No. 1. Won by Carey's 34-3.
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Carey's started off scoring straight away and kept up the
pace intermittently through the first half; the score being then
24-0. Scoring slackened in the second half, Carey's at one
time having two men hors de combat through injuries.
Elderton's forwards played well against a heavier pack. Both
sides were somewhat scrappy outside.

Carey's-Pinc1mey; C.E.D.Taylor, Seale, SheiJ, Merlllagen;
D. A. Hodgkinson, G. C. de la Condamine; C. O. Haselden,
]. H. MacCarthy, P. R. T. \!\Tright, R. S. Paterson, ]. C. D.
Gould, Boddy, Martin, Ridout ma.

Eldertoll's-Newbery mi.; Hall, Warren ma., Smith ma.,
Brown; Newbery ma., Mead; L. C. Martin (capt.), ]. A.
Newbery, Hind, Beckett, Abell, Wells, Hughes, Elliott.

BENSLY'S v. HOSS'.

Bensly's forwards gave their outsides constant opportunities,
bnt the defence of Ross' outsides was good. Walleyopened
the scoring with a try on the right wing, Tallent converting
(5-0). The last-named was enabled by Ashdown to score a
brilliant combination try (10-0) and added another just before
half-time, Simmonds converting (15-0).

\Vith a hurricane against them in the second half Bensly's
were very quiet, while Ross' had little left in them to press
home any attack. Ashdown got over on the left wing, the kick
failing (18-0), and this was all the scoring.

Bwsly's-Stone; "Valley, Gomez, F. A. Simmonds, D. E.
Ashdown; ]. A. Tallent, Thomson; G. \V. H. Peters, A. E. S.
Charles, G. P. Humphreys-Davies, \Vilson, Betts, Hanrott,
Cobb, Rowe.

Ross'-Hawes; I\Tallock, ].\V.N. Sharpe, Brookes, Ferguson;
T. K. West, Lang; G. C. Ashmore, R. S. Hunt, R. H. Bellamy,
R. H. Reynolds, Becher, Eglington, Ashmore llJi.

CHALLENGE ROU1\D.

FOX'S v. ROSS'.

Fox's beat Ross' by 11 points to 5, after a fairly even game.
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In the first half, each side scored once, Fox's after an
intercept by Greig ma., and Ross' after a cut-through by West.
Fox's outsides, who were faster, made more use of their
opportunities than their opponents, and Greig ma. scored two
more tries soon after half-time. Ross' forwards then played
well against the wind, and pressed hard for the rest of the
game, but their outsides were unable to score against the
sound Fox's defence.

Ross'-Hawes; Halliley, ]. W. N. Sharpe, Brookes,
Ferguson; T. K. \Vest, Carey mi.; G. C.·Ashmore, R. S.
Hunt, R. H. Bellamy, R. H. Reynolds, Becher, Eglington,
Ashmore mi.

Fox's-R. H. Gladden; ]. A. Greig, E. Knight, L. A. C.
Auret, J. P. Gieig; R. V. Godfray, P.E. M. Shaw; W.N.D.
Lang, F. F. Radford, O. Millar, J. R. Kent, G. W. B. Bateman,
J. P. H. Warner, T. T. Logan, Watkin-Williams.

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors of The ShirbltYlliall do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editors of The Shirburlliall.

Dear Sir,
THE HARPER WINDOW.

Although I have tried to justify both to myself and others the policy of
placing secular figures in the lights of the Sanctuary window,experience
convinces me that it is a serious blemish to the Chapel, and that it was a
mistake to remove the sacred pictures that were there before and hide
them behind the organ. A curiously uncomfortable feeling is produced by
the sight of S. Ealdhelm with his mitre and harp in the central panel,
surrounded by monks, warriors, and mid Victorian aristocracy; and I
would go so far as to say that a certain spiritual loss is incurred by the
absence of any representation of our Saviour.

Yours faithfully,

ARTHUR FIELD.
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